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THE UNILATERAL TWIN PIVOT GRASSHOPPER ESCAPEMENT 
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All currently known written, illustrated and/or physical evidence attributable to John 
‘Longitude’ Harrison (1693-1776) indicates that he invented and constructed three 
configurations of the grasshopper escapement: 
 
(1) The twin pivot. Almost certainly the first grasshopper escapement invented by 

Harrison and the first to be realised in physical form within his Brocklesby Park tower 
clock. The entry and exit pallet arms and their paired composers are mounted upon 
separate pivots, located to either side of the escapement frame arbor (crutch arbor) 
axis. This configuration could, therefore, be referred to as a ‘bilateral twin pivot’ or 
‘BTP’ grasshopper escapement. Recent analysis1 has revealed that the deliberate 
incorporation of matching entry and exit start of impulse torque arms and matching 
entry and exit end of impulse torque arms is not only possible and arguably 
desirable, but is also of invaluable assistance during the geometrical design process. 

 
(2) The single pivot 2. Created by Harrison for his early wooden longcase regulators 

and his final land-based regulator, now commonly referred to as the ‘RAS 
Regulator’. Optimised in his 1775 manuscript ‘Concerning Such Mechanism…’ 
(CSM)3 and an untitled escapement illustration, catalogued by the Worshipful 
Company of Clockmakers as ‘MS3972/3’. The entry and exit pallet arms and both 
composers share a single pivot, located on the entry side of the escapement frame 
arbor axis. All realistic single pivot grasshopper escapement geometries unavoidably 
incorporate mismatched torque arms and asymmetrical entry versus exit impulse. 

 
(3) The twin balance. Illustrated in MS3972/3 and installed within Harrison’s three large 

longitude timekeepers, now commonly referred to as H1, H2, and H3. The entry and 
exit pallet arms are mounted upon separate pivots, which rotate about the separate 
arbor axes of linked bar or circular balances, located to either side of, or above and 
below, the escape wheel axis. Recent analysis1 has revealed that matching entry 
and exit start of impulse torque arms and matching entry and exit end of impulse 
torque arms may and should be incorporated. 

 
There is, however, currently no written, illustrated or physical evidence that Harrison 
ever identified, recorded or constructed a fourth configuration, which will be referred to 
herein as the ‘unilateral twin pivot’ or ‘UTP’ grasshopper escapement.  
  
Figure 1 summarises the creation of an optimised unilateral twin pivot grasshopper 
escapement geometry using widely available Computer Aided Design (CAD) software. 
For publications in colour, construction lines are in blue, green represents start of 
impulse features and red represents end of impulse features. The black circular arc of 
the escape wheel PCD defines the path of the escape wheel teeth tips, in this case 
advancing in a clockwise direction. The assumed pendulum is seconds beating, the 
escape wheel tooth count is 120, the entry and exit mean torque arms are equal, the 
entry and exit end/start ratios are both 3/2 and the escaping arc is 9.75 degrees. 
Perfectly symmetrical entry vs. exit torque arms and full compliance with Harrison’s CSM 
and MS3972/3 stipulations and constructions are thereby simultaneously incorporated. 
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The devised process of creation begins with a designer-chosen escapement mean span 
and an arbitrary escape wheel PCD to which the entry and exit start of impulse pallet 
arm lines of action are initially tangential. The length of the start of impulse torque arm 
subsequently controls the magnitude of the escaping arc, whilst adjustment to the 
orientation of the exit start of impulse line of action balances the entry and exit arcs. 
Interaction between the orientation of the exit start of impulse line of action and the 
magnitude of the balanced escaping arc is nullified by repetitions of the described 
process. Only then is the designer-chosen mean torque arm imposed, by modifying all 
linear dimensions (but no angles) to a common scale, achieved in seconds using CAD. 
 
 

 
 

 
The chosen mean span of 29.5 tooth spaces is well suited to clear illustration. The UTP 
grasshopper is, however, tolerant of a wide range of end/start ratios, escape wheel 
counts and escapement mean spans, subject to the constraints of sensible proportions, 
the chosen escaping arc and mechanical considerations. In some cases it may be useful 
to note that clearance between the entry pivot and the exit pallet arm may be increased 
by raising the mean span and/or adjusting the exit pallet arm profile. The axial staggering 
of relatively thin metal pallet arms fitted with axially aligned, detachable nibs is a 
potentially useful alternative to one pallet arm piercing the other. Such an arrangement 
also enables straightforward adjustment of the pallet arm active length, or nib 
replacement in the event of damage due to maladjustment or mishandling. 
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Figure 2 is a simplified, schematic illustration of a unilateral twin pivot grasshopper 
escapement incorporating the optimised geometry of Figure 1. Note that the composers, 
in blue, share a green (entry) or red (exit) pivot with their paired, black pallet arm, 
thereby avoiding sliding contact between the nose of either composer and the arm it 
controls. The escapement is illustrated during exit impulse, as the pendulum swings from 
left to right. An escape wheel tooth tip along the grey circular arc of the PCD is applying 
impulse to the captured exit pallet nib locking corner. The released entry pallet arm rests 
against the entry composer, in readiness for entry nib locking corner capture. 
 
 

 
 
 
Grasshopper escapement variations ignoring Harrison’s CSM and MS3972/3 end/start 
ratio stipulations have become popular in recent decades, although there can be little 
argument that Harrison’s failure to record his intentions with clarity is to some extent 
responsible. Virtually all incorporate a markedly non-compliant end/start ratio at or close 
to unity, almost certainly because the geometrical design process is particularly 
straightforward. Some could be classified as UTP grasshoppers, although their pallet 
arm orientations and pivot arrangements deviate from any solution complying with all of 
Harrison’s currently known design and performance stipulations.  
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